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ABSTRACT 
Recommender systems are ubiquitous and infuence the informa-
tion we consume daily by helping us navigate vast catalogs of 
information like music databases. However, their linear approach 
of surfacing content in ranked lists limits their ability to help us 
grow and understand our personal preferences. In this paper, we 
study how we can better support users in exploring a novel space, 
specifcally focusing on music genres. Informed by interviews with 
expert music listeners, we developed TastePaths: an interactive 
web tool that helps users explore an overview of the genre-space 
via a graph of connected artists. We conducted a comparative user 
study with 16 participants where each of them used a personalized 
version of TastePaths (built with a set of artists the user listens 
to frequently) and a non-personalized one (based on a set of the 
most popular artists in a genre). We fnd that participants employed 
various strategies to explore the space. Overall, they greatly pre-
ferred the personalized version as it helped anchor their exploration 
and provided recommendations that were more compatible with 
their personal taste. In addition to that, TastePaths helped partic-
ipants specify and articulate their interest in the genre and gave 
them a better understanding of the system’s organization of music. 
Based on our fndings, we discuss opportunities and challenges for 
incorporating more control and expressive feedback in recommen-
dation systems to help users explore spaces beyond their immediate 
interests and improve these systems’ underlying algorithms. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools; 
• Information systems → Search interfaces; Personalization; 
Recommender systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Recommender systems play an essential role in determining the 
information we consume in our daily lives; they provide sugges-
tions on movies to watch, articles to read, music to listen to, and 
more [1, 21, 40]. The goal of these systems is to help users quickly 
fnd content they like in a vast library of information. As such, 
considerable work has been done to improve the algorithms that 
predict what unseen content the user is likely to consume [30, 58]. 
While improving these algorithms generally increases user satis-
faction [29], there is a danger that users might get stuck in what is 
called the “flter bubble”, an overly personalized area in the recom-
mendation space that isolates users from other content [46]. These 
bubbles could in turn reduce users’ creativity and individuality 
by leading many to similar content that is “easy” to consume and 
fulflls short-term goals, instead of content that helps them further 
explore and understand their interests [47]. Recommender systems 
are a vital aspect of our current and future digital world, and so 
they can be further leveraged to help users grow and develop their 
personal preferences. 

Toward improving recommender systems from a user-centric 
point of view, a few avenues have been explored. Researchers have 
developed evaluation frameworks that not only consider the algo-
rithm but also the user experience, like user-choice satisfaction and 
presentation of recommendations [28, 49]. Besides reconsidering 
their evaluation, researchers have also pushed the scope of their 
purpose, calling for recommender systems for “self-actualization” 
[25, 27]. They argue that instead of focusing on consumption, rec-
ommender systems should give agency back to the user: they should 
enable users to develop their individuality and preferences by help-
ing them understand the item space, explore further, and learn 
about their interests. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/3490099.3511156
https://doi.org/10.1145/3490099.3511156
https://doi.org/10.1145/3490099.3511156
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Toward supporting self-actualization in recommender systems, 
there are still many questions to answer. Existing informational 
retrieval systems tend to have linear interfaces, presenting a ranked 
list of items based on some relevance score that is often not clear 
to the user [57]. While this approach works well for surfacing rel-
evant content for a specifc query, it is unclear if it is as efective 
toward exploring an unfamiliar topic. The role of personalization 
in exploring new areas in the item-space remains unclear, even 
in linear interfaces. Recent work has shown that a fully personal-
ized linear interface is not very helpful when introducing users to 
new content; there are many factors at play, including the user’s 
background and goals [36]. The role of personalization is even less 
clear when users are given the freedom to explore openly, without 
the restrictions of a linear interface. Numerous interactive systems 
have been created for exploring a recommendation space [3, 7, 26]. 
While they make innovations in interactivity, they do not address 
how users explore and would like to explore within one of their 
interests. Finally, to help users learn about themselves and their 
habits, past work has focused on assisting them to understand what 
part of the item-space they consume content from at a high level 
[32, 44, 55]. However, the role of learning in exploration can be 
further examined. 

To shed light on these areas, we study how to support users in 
exploring and understanding a music genre they commonly listen 
to. Like other information retrieval systems, the linear nature of 
these systems in the context of music limits them when they are 
being used as tools for exploration. We also focus on music because 
it is a common use case of recommender systems, with hundreds 
of millions of users [42]. Toward self-actualization, music is highly 
linked with self-identity and supporting users in understanding 
their interests will only strengthen that [51]. At the same time, 
consuming music requires much less time than watching a movie 
or reading an article, making it a good medium to observe how 
people prefer to explore their interests in real-time. Finally, music 
genres are a natural way to convey and communicate an interest. 
Genres encapsulate information about the sounds, culture, and 
time-period a particular group of artists belongs to [19]. Because 
of this, people commonly use genres to communicate their musical 
interests to others [18]. For these reasons, we study how to help 
users deeply explore and understand their interests through music 
genres. 

Accordingly, we pose the following research questions: 

• RQ1: Personalization. What is the role of personalization 
in helping users explore and understand the music genres 
they listen to? 

• RQ2: Exploration. If you remove the linear constraint of a 
music information retrieval system, what strategies do users 
employ to explore the genres that interest them? How can 
we better support users in their exploration processes? 

• RQ3: Learning. How does learning about their music pref-
erences help users? What would they like to learn? 

To investigate how to best explore a music genre and what it 
means to understand one better, we conducted a formative study 
in which we observed music experts explore genres. We learned 
what experts look for when exploring a genre, which helped us 
formulate three design goals. Using those goals, we built TastePaths: 

an interactive genre-exploration web tool. TastePaths helps non-
music experts explore and understand genres that interest them 
by presenting an overview of the genre landscape as a clustered 
graph of related artists. To help users quickly make sense of these 
clusters, each is labeled with its three most representative sub-
genres. Finally, there are two versions of TastePaths: personalized 
and non-personalized. These versions provide diferent reference 
points for exploration. In the personalized version, the graph of 
artists is grown from three artists the user frequently listens to 
within that genre. In the non-personalized version, the graph is 
grown from the three most popular artists in the genre. 

To answer our research questions, we conducted a within-subjects 
user study with 16 participants, where we compared the two ver-
sions of TastePaths. For RQ1, we found that participants greatly 
preferred the personalized version and wanted even more of their 
listening data refected in the interface. Regarding RQ2, participants 
also had a variety of exploration strategies. They also wanted more 
control, desiring to prune and grow the graph to guide their explo-
ration, and they made meaningful discoveries between or on the 
edge of clusters. Finally, with respect to RQ3, participants found 
that exploring with TastePaths improved their mental map of the 
underlying recommender system’s organization; they felt better 
able to verbalize and search for the music that interested them 
within a genre. 

Our work contributes in three ways: frst, we derived three de-
sign goals for supporting interactive exploration of a music genre. 
These were identifed from expert interviews with professional 
music curators who have years of experience exploring new music 
genres. Second, we present insights addressing our three research 
questions derived from our prototype-based study of how partici-
pants used TastePaths, our interactive genre-exploration tool. These 
insights cover why personalization was useful to participants, how 
they envisioned personalization guiding them, users’ exploration 
strategies and where they found their best discoveries. Lastly, we 
discuss opportunities for incorporating more control and expres-
sive feedback in music recommender systems and for utilizing this 
feedback to improve their underlying algorithms. We also discuss 
incorporating fnite, goal-based consumption into these systems to 
encourage meaningful and active exploration. 

2 RELATED WORK 
In the following section, we discuss the need for the intelligibility 
of recommendations and the understanding of personal preferences 
in recommendation systems and current tools that support this. 
Next, we situate TastePaths in recent work that supports interac-
tive music exploration tools. Finally, we discuss TastePaths in the 
greater context of interactive systems which aim to support users 
in exploring and making sense of large datasets. 

2.1 Understanding Personal Preferences in 
Recommender Systems 

Recommender systems help users navigate a sea of content by 
showing them items close to their current preferences. While they 
efectively prevent information overload, there is a concern that 
recommender systems might be guiding users to an overly per-
sonalized space, called the “flter bubble” [47]. This concern has 
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motivated research toward providing evidence that recommenda-
tion algorithms actually lead users to flter bubbles, and so far, the 
results are conficting at best [43, 46, 60]. Regardless, users are con-
cerned about the content they consume, and in response, there has 
been research to investigate how to help users understand the items 
that are recommended to them. 

Toward helping users understand the content they consume, 
past work has mainly focused on making users aware of where 
their recommendations come from at a global level. In this vein, 
Tintarev et al. investigated how to help users understand their 
movie-genre consumption profles and found that visualizing the 
distribution of genres helped users understand their broader “blind-
spots” in the recommendation space [55]. Nagulendra and Vassileva 
extended these ideas to the social media domain and created an 
overview visualization that reveals what categories of content the 
system is and is not showing in the user’s newsfeed, as well as the 
friends who shared that content [44]. This visualization increased 
users’ awareness that they were viewing a small subset of the 
recommendation space, helping them feel more in control and 
more knowledgeable of the content they see. Finally, NewsViz also 
produces an overview of an entire recommendation space as a tree-
map, with which users can interactively resize categories to change 
the distribution of their recommendations [32]. This interactive 
overview made the system more transparent to users and helped 
them feel more in control of their recommendations. While these 
works focus on helping users understand the recommendation 
space at a global level, there is still more to understand about how 
to support users in learning about a specifc interest of theirs. Our 
work investigates how to help users learn more about the music 
genres they listen to frequently. 

2.2 Supporting Music Discovery and 
 Exploration

By understanding their own consumption profles, users are better 
equipped to discover new content; they know where to look for 
less familiar content and where to go to dive deeper. Toward self-
actualization, discovery is an essential component for supporting 
growth and development [27], and in music recommender systems, 
discovery has been identifed as an important need for music lis-
teners [20, 33–35]. Currently, however, popular music streaming 
platforms do not support discovery and exploration that well, but 
optimize search instead [23]. To fll these gaps, researchers have 
proposed many diferent solutions to support exploration of new 
content in music recommender systems. 

One approach, requiring minimal user efort, is to help users fnd 
new content through discovery playlists, which introduce users 
to new areas in the music-recommendation space. These playlists 
can be generated and sequenced in many diferent ways. To ease 
users into new content, Taramigkou et al. generated a playlist that 
gradually takes a user from their current listening preferences to 
a new desired genre [54]. Instead of taking users on a gradual 
path with the playlist, Liang and Willemsen experimented with 
playlists that immediately introduce the user to a new genre [36]. 
They found that discovery playlists should be personalized enough 
so that users can have a smooth entry into the genre but also 
need to be representative enough so that users can understand the 

genre’s sound. In another study, Liang and Willemsen found that 
personalization can help nudge listeners towards new and more 
distant genres [38]. However, while discovery playlists can be an 
efective means of introducing new content with minimal efort, 
such playlists and other linear lists of recommendations in general 
are neither transparent nor controllable [57], which reduces users’ 
acceptance of these recommendations. 

To place users at the center of the recommendation process 
and increase intelligibility, researchers have developed many tools 
which incorporate interactivity to actively modify recommenda-
tions. One such system is TagFlip [26], which lets users specify 
social tags that are associated with the next song. Compared to 
the mobile Spotify interface, TagFlip was perceived to enable more 
control and transparency over recommendations. Exploring the 
interplay of interactivity and explanations, Millecamp et al. stud-
ied how users with diferent personalities perceived an interactive 
playlist generator, where sliders mapped to acoustic attributes [41]. 
They found that while explanations were benefcial for most users, 
they were less benefcial for those who felt that the explanation 
did not help them generate a better playlist. Supporting more fne-
grained control, TasteWeights is a recommender system that lets 
users adjust weights from multiple sources to get artist recommen-
dations [7]. Unlike TastePaths, TasteWeights does not create an 
overview of a music genre; one cannot view the diferent parts of a 
genre and the artists within them. Meanwhile, PivotPaths enables 
exploration of faceted information related to artists in a particu-
lar genre, but unlike TastePaths, does not include the user’s past 
consumption history to orient them in this information space. To 
study how users explore a genre and to understand the role of 
personalization in this process, we developed TastePaths, which 
embeds a user’s past data into a genre-overview. With TastePaths, 
we sought to understand challenges they faced while they explored 
and how personalization could best guide users. 

To help users easily locate and specify their preferences, re-
searchers have used overview visualizations, which depict a larger 
portion of the music-space for users to explore. These overviews 
can be created and organized in many diferent ways. Moodplay 
organizes artists within a two-dimensional mood-space [3]. Users 
found navigating by mood to be fun and intuitive; they were gener-
ally able to fnd a sub-space that ft their current mood preference. 
These overview visualizations can also serve to situate and compare 
a user’s preferences to a greater area in the music space, such as 
a genre. Liang and Willemsen created a mood-based contour-plot 
visualization that plots songs from a genre and the user’s profle in 
the space [37]. Users found navigating a new genre with the contour 
plot more helpful than with a bar chart visualization which did not 
ofer the same comparison. Finally, these overview visualizations 
can also be a more intuitive way to elicit feedback from users on 
their preferences. Kunkel et al. developed a 3D visualization that 
presents the entire item space in a map [31]. Users could delineate 
their preferences by either raising or lowering the elevation in cer-
tain regions of the map, and they generally found doing so natural 
and easy. In this work, we further study overview visualizations in 
the context of helping users deeply explore an established interest. 
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2.3 Exploratory Search and Sensemaking 
TastePaths is highly related to and inspired by the broader areas 
of exploratory search and sensemaking. There are two interaction 
approaches in sensemaking [48]: (1) starting with an overview of the 
space, like Recipescape [13] and Scatter/Gather [16], or (2) starting 
with an example, like Apolo [14] and SearchLens [12]. When starting 
with an example, users can build up their own understanding of 
the underlying data with the help of the sensemaking system. For 
instance, as users manually organize articles into clusters, Apolo 
suggests related articles that ft the current organization. If the 
data is particularly complex or cumbersome to manually organize, 
some sensemaking systems ofer a pre-computed overview for users 
to explore, like Recipescape, which generates clusters of diferent 
cooking methods for a particular dish. With this overview, users can 
spend their time understanding the space and fnding interesting 
information. In Recipescape, users found unique recipes with less 
traditional methods and ingredients at the edges of clusters. In 
this work we extend these ideas from sensemaking to interactive 
recommender systems and provide a personalized overview to help 
users further understand their interest in a genre. At the same 
time, we study how they explore this overview and where they fnd 
meaningful discoveries, to improve future recommender systems. 

3 METHOD OVERVIEW 
To answer the research questions posed in this paper, we conducted 
two studies. The frst one was a formative study, described in Sec-
tion 4, during which we interviewed fve professional music cura-
tors about their process of exploring a novel genre space. Based on 
the fndings from those interviews, we defned three design goals 
that we used to inform the development of TastePaths. We illustrate 
the interface and implementation of TastePaths in Sections 5 and 6. 
Finally, in Section 7, we describe the procedure and fndings from 
the comparative user study with 16 users who were interested in 
discovering new music. 

4 FORMATIVE STUDY 
To understand how to best help music listeners explore a novel 
music space, we wanted to gain insights from how expert music 
curators explore genres and what information they think is neces-
sary to learn about a genre. Interviewing experts and distilling their 
process for design goals to help novices is a common practice and 
has been used to help novices generate compound icons [59] and 
explore recipes for dishes [13]. Professional music curators focus on 
labeling, organizing, and describing large volumes of music. Their 
job necessitates expertise in multiple genres and involves exploring 
genres daily. Because of their in-depth expertise, we observed music 
curators’ process as they explored two genres of music they were 
interested in but less familiar with. 

4.1 Procedure 
We interviewed fve professional music curators who all worked at 
the same large music streaming company and had between 2 to 10 
years of experience (fve male, average age 37.6). For the interview, 
we asked each expert to explore two genres of music for 15 minutes 
each. We encouraged them to use any tool or service they would 
normally use and to think aloud describing their process as they 

explored. For the frst genre, they were asked to choose anything 
they wanted to explore. We were interested in seeing what kind 
of genre they picked and how granular or broad that genre would 
be. For the second genre, they were asked to pick from a set of 
the most popular genres from Rate Your Music1, a large online 
music database: ambient, blues, classical music, country, electronic, 
experimental, folk, hip hop, jazz, metal, pop, punk, r&b, rock, and 
singer/songwriter. We wanted to see the experts’ strategies for 
exploring these well-known genres. Finally, after exploring both 
genres, the curators were asked a series of questions, focusing on 
more details around their process, such as what information they 
were specifcally looking for, why they used certain tools, and their 
overall strategy. 

4.2 Findings 
Overall, we found that the fve experts we interviewed had a similar 
process for exploring a new genre. We describe their process in 
detail below, and building on it, we extract three design goals that 
we later applied to TastePaths. 

When they frst started exploring a genre, the experts generally 
looked for lists of representative artists and tried to identify ones 
they were already familiar with. This gave them some context 
around what the genre might sound like. For example, when P5 
frst searched for outlaw country on Google, he recognized Willie 
Nelson as one of the artists on the returned list. Related to that, 
P3 already knew a few of the notable artists in drum and bass, so 
his frst step in exploring that genre was to search for them on 
Spotify. He explained that “It’s more you have an artist that interests 
you, and then you become interested in [the] genre once you fnd a 
collective of artists.” This implies that having a familiar artist within 
the genre provides a helpful starting point for exploration. This 
fnding led us to our frst design goal for TastePaths: to anchor 
genre exploration in artists the user is already listening to. 

After listening to a few key artists to get a sense of the general 
sound, the experts focused on the genre at a higher level. They 
looked for information on its history and variety, such as the difer-
ent sounds and subgenres that comprised it or its stylistic origins. 
For example, while reading about outlaw country, P5 examined its 
related genres because “it helps contextualize this genre. I’m looking 
at these [related] genres, seeing if I recognize them and thinking about 
their musical or other types of qualities and trying to relate that back 
to what I just read about outlaw country.” Thus, he was using his 
prior knowledge to better understand how the new genre fts in 
the greater music landscape. In the same vein, P2 explained that 
knowing a genre better is being able to “identify things about it 
that were diferent from other things.” Overall, this ability to contex-
tualize a genre, be aware of its components, and know what it’s 
related to and diferent from, is an essential part of understanding 
a genre. Accordingly, our second design goal for TastePaths was 
to help users get an overview of the genre-space in order to 
give them an idea of what it contains. 

Finally, throughout their process of exploring a genre, the experts 
enjoyed diving deeper into certain artists. For example, P2 explored 
a band’s related artists in the “fans also like” feature on Spotify. 
From there, he selected a few artists and spent time looking at their 

1https://rateyourmusic.com/genres/ 

https://1https://rateyourmusic.com/genres
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artist photos, reading a few lines from their descriptions, and then 
would sample a few of their most popular songs. P4 also listened 
to a few unfamiliar artists in more detail and noted that “what I’m 
learning, is I need to redefne my defnition of tango, because what I’m 
hearing is not what I was expecting. I was expecting something more 
danceable. So that’s super interesting.” A common strategy among 
all the experts was to scan through an artist’s most popular tracks 
on Spotify, which helped them evaluate if they wanted to explore 
this artist further. Being able to dive deeper and listen to an artist’s 
music helped the experts direct their search towards a subsection 
of the genre they liked more. This inspired our third design goal for 
TastePaths: to help users quickly and easily dive deeper into 
an artist’s work. 

Design goals. In summary, we elucidated three design goals for 
TastePaths from the formative study: 

D1: Anchor artists. To give users a meaningful starting point 
for exploring a genre, we should help anchor them with artists they 
already know and listen to. 

D2: Genre-space overview. To contextualize the genre and 
help users understand it and its components, we should present an 
overview depicting the genre-space and its subgenres. 

D3: Deep-dive. To allow users to easily assess what parts of the 
genre they like, we should have a quick and convenient way to 
deep-dive into an artist’s work while being able to seamlessly go 
back to exploring. 

5 TASTEPATHS INTERFACE 
To address the design goals identifed by the expert interviews, we 
created TastePaths: an interactive web tool, which enables users to 
better explore and understand a genre they are interested in (Figure 
1). TastePaths visualizes a force-directed graph of related artists 
within a genre and assists the user in exploring and making sense of 
it. To address D1, TastePaths helps a user explore a genre by basing 
exploration from either three of their most frequently listened to 
artists in that genre or that genre’s three most popular artists. We 
call these artists a user’s “anchor artists”; they appear as black dots 
in the graph (Figure 1A). To address D2, TastePaths generates a 
graph consisting of 150 related artists stemming from the three 
anchor artists. To make this graph more of an overview, TastePaths 
clusters the artists and presents a legend, displaying each cluster’s 
three most representative genres (1C). To help users navigate the 
graph, we relate each anchor artist to important artists, based on 
node-centrality, within each of the clusters through a highlighted 
green path called the “guide” (Figure 1D). Finally, to address D3, we 
enable a deeper dive into each artist by presenting an artist’s image 
and top-9 tracks in the sidebar (Figure 1E) when a user clicks on 
their node in the graph. Users can listen to these tracks by hovering 
their mouse over the album covers, and they can add them to a 
playlist by clicking on them. Finally, users can view their current 
playlist by clicking on the ribbon on the top-right (Figure 1F). 

6 TASTEPATHS IMPLEMENTATION 
An essential part of exploring a genre is understanding its compo-
nents and the diferent collections of artists that comprise it. To 
support this, TastePaths presents an overview of the genre-space 

via a graph of related artists within the genre. This graph is con-
structed from either the user’s personalized anchor artists or the 
top-3 artists in the genre. To help users distinguish the diferent 
groups of artists in the graph, we cluster the graph and assign 
each cluster a label with its three most representative sub-genres. 
However, even with these labeled clusters, the graph is large and 
potentially difcult to explore. Therefore, to help users venture into 
these diferent clusters from their anchor artists, we highlight a path 
from their anchor artists to important artists within each cluster. 
Below, we describe each element of TastePaths’ implementation. 

Overall, TastePaths is implemented in the Flask web framework. 
To cluster the graph, calculate the betweenness centrality of each 
node, and create the Steiner tree for the guide, we use the python 
library NetworkX2. To get the song previews for each artist, the 
artist-to-genre data, and each artist’s related artists, we use the 
Spotify Web API3. Finally, to visualize the force-directed graph of 
artists in the genre, we use D3.js4 [8]. 

6.1 Identifying Genres to Explore and Anchor 
Artists 

The frst element of TastePaths is identifying what genre to visualize 
for a given user since TastePaths was built to help users deeply ex-
plore genres they have a demonstrated interest in. To fulfll D1 and 
anchor their exploration within the genre, we identify genres the 
user listens to often. Then we anchor their exploration with either 
(1) artists they listen to frequently within the genre (personalized 
version) or (2) the three most popular artists in that genre on a mu-
sic streaming service (non-personalized version). To identify these 
genres, we access the list of tracks the user has listened to in the 
past 90 days on a popular music streaming service, and we retrieve 
the user’s top-50 highest-afnity tracks. A user has a higher afnity 
toward a track if they have listened to it often and intentionally 
interacted with it (e.g. by adding it to a playlist or playing it). We 
then get the associated genres for each artist of these top-50 tracks 
and count the number of diferent artists and tracks that appear 
per genre. Any genre with less than three artists is removed from 
the resulting list; fewer than three artists might rather indicate an 
interest in those artists instead of the genre. Finally, we sort this list 
of genres by the number of tracks, since a greater number indicates 
a stronger interest in the artists and the genre. Any of these genres 
are suitable for exploration. In the personalized version, we take 
the three artists within a genre with the greatest number of tracks 
in the top-50 to serve as anchors. With these anchor artists, we can 
construct an overview through which the user can explore a genre. 

6.2 Constructing the Related-artist Graph for a 
Genre 

Next, we use the anchor artists to build a related-artist graph for 
the genre. To do so, we leverage a music streaming service’s artist 
knowledge graph, where nodes are artists and edges between artists 
indicate that they share many listeners. We frst construct an initial 
graph, which connects the three anchor artists (either personalized 
or non-personalized). To do this, we fnd the shortest path (via the 

2https://networkx.org/
3https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/
4https://d3js.org/ 

https://4https://d3js.org
https://3https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api
https://2https://networkx.org
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Figure 1: TastePaths interface for the genre art pop. TastePaths displays a network of artists grown from the user’s anchor 
artists, which are displayed as black nodes (A). When hovering over a node, the artist’s name, here “Cocteau Twins”, appears 
and a preview of their most popular track is automatically played (B). This network is clustered to capture diferent groups 
of artists within the genre. The three most representative genres for each cluster are shown in the legend (C). To help users 
navigate the network, there is a green path, called the “guide” (D), which connects the users’ anchor artists to important artists 
within each cluster. By pressing a node, the sidebar displays the artist’s cover art and their nine most popular tracks (E). To 
add a song to the playlist, the user has to click on one of these popular track images. The playlist itself is displayed when the 
ribbon is clicked (F). The ribbon also displays the number of songs currently in the playlist. 

bidirectional version of Dijkstra’s algorithm) from the most popular 
anchor artist to each of the other anchor artists; all the intermediary 
nodes from these shortest paths are added to the initial graph. For 
each node in the initial graph, we add its two most related artists 
and their connections to the graph, creating a second layer of nodes. 
Next, from this second layer we do the same process and add two 
nodes for each artists, growing the graph layer by layer until there 
are 150 nodes in the graph, to ensure a reasonably large overview. 
By adding only two related artists per node, we grow the graph 
more deeply, capturing more groups of artists. 

6.3 Clustering and Labeling the Graph 
The graphs generated for a particular genre often revealed groups 
of densely connected artists that have many sub-genres in com-
mon, such as the dark orange shoegaze cluster in the bottom-left of 
Figure 1. To identify these densely connected groups, we clustered 
the graph using the Louvain graph clustering algorithm [5]. This 
algorithm clusters the graph hierarchically. We use the top-level 
clusters returned by the algorithm, which generally returned about 
5-10 clusters for the graphs we generated. 

To label these clusters in the overview, we select their top-3 
most representative genres to include in the legend (Figure 1C). To 
do this, we access the set of genres associated with each artist in 
the graph, using the Spotify Web API5. Our frst attempt to label 
a cluster was to pick the top-3 most common genres among all of 
the artists in the cluster. However, this top-3 would often include 
the name of the overarching genre, which would be shared across 
all the clusters, making them indistinguishable from each other. To 
fnd the genres that are common and unique to a particular cluster, 
we leverage a technique normally used in information retrieval 
called the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) 
[50]. This technique is used to determine how relevant a term is to 
a particular document in a collection of documents. Its output is a 
set of scores per term per document, where higher scores indicate 
that a term is specifc to a document and lower scores indicate that 
the term appears often across all the documents. In our case, we 
treat each cluster as a document and its set of genres as its terms, 
and we select the top-3 genres with the highest TF-IDF scores to 
represent that genre. This method creates genre-labels that better 
distinguish clusters at the sub-genre level. 
5https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/ 

https://5https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api
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6.4 Guiding Users with a Highlighted Path 
Finally, the resulting graph can sometimes be densely connected, 
and it can be hard for users to see the connections from the anchor 
artists to each of the clusters. To make this overview easier to 
navigate, we highlight a simple path connecting the user’s anchor 
artists to important artists in each cluster. This is visualized as a 
green path, called the “guide”, in the graph (Figure 1D). We want 
the minimal number of edges connecting the anchor artists to each 
cluster to minimize visual complexity. This set of edges is called 
a Steiner tree [24], and we calculate it using an approximation 
algorithm in the NetworkX Python library6. 

To determine the important nodes in each cluster to include in 
the tree, we experimented with several node-centrality measures, 
including basic edge count, eigenvector centrality [45], and be-
tweenness centrality [9]. Edge count and eigenvector centrality 
classifed highly connected nodes at the center of clusters to be 
important. While accurate, the generated Steiner tree would then 
include many edges within each cluster to get to this central node. 
Meanwhile, betweenness centrality emphasized infuential nodes at 
the edge of clusters that acted as “gateway artists” into that cluster. 
We decided to use this measure of centrality because the resulting 
Steiner tree was less visually complex. 

7 EVALUATION 
To answer our research questions and learn how TastePaths helps 
users understand and explore their interests, we conducted a within-
subjects study, comparing a personalized version of TastePaths to 
a non-personalized one. We chose a within-subject design because 
we wanted to understand users’ preferences and qualitative re-
fections between the two conditions. To understand how users 
perceived the two versions of TastePaths, we analyzed data from 
multiple sources. This included a questionnaire that measured their 
perceived helpfulness of each version and user-logs containing 
their actions as they interacted with the systems. We also asked 
conducted semi-structured interviews and a thematic analysis on 
the resulting data. This gave us insights into how they perceived 
each version, explored the graphs, and what they learned about 
their interests. 

7.1 Procedure 
The general outline of the study was the following: (1) users were 
frst interviewed on their music preferences and methods for fnding 
new artists, (2) they then used the two versions of TastePaths to 
fnd new artists in two genres they commonly listen to, (3) after 
each version they flled out a questionnaire, rating their perceived 
engagement and helpfulness of the tool, (4) they were asked a series 
of questions on their thoughts of the tool in a semi-structured exit 
interview. 

To set up the experiment, we selected two genres for each user to 
explore, one for each version of TastePaths. To do this, we followed 
the procedure outlined in Section 6.1 to get the user’s top genres 
from their 90-day listening history. From this list of top genres, we 
selected their top two genres for them to explore. Sometimes these 
genres were similar and contained a few of the same anchor artists. 
In that case, we took their top genre-interest and then the next 
6https://networkx.org/ 

strongest genre-interest that featured no intersection with the top 
genre’s anchor artists. To confrm that the participants were in fact 
interested in the genres we selected, we asked them to rate on a 
7-point Likert scale how knowledgeable they are in that genre and 
how interested they are in exploring artists in that genre. 

In the experiment phase of the study, participants were randomly 
assigned to a condition which determined which version they will 
interact with frst: either personalized-anchors-frst or popular-
anchors-frst. Condition order was counter-balanced to prevent a 
learning efect. After being told the two genres they would explore, 
participants picked the order they explored them in. When inter-
acting with TastePaths for the frst time, users were given a short 
explanation of the interface and its features. For each version, users 
were told if the anchor artists were either personalized or the most 
popular artists in that genre. They were then given ten minutes 
to fnd fve new songs from fve new artists. We wanted to see if 
either version of TastePaths would help users explore a genre more 
deeply and thus encourage them to fnd new artists; fve artists 
seemed challenging enough but also doable given the time-limit. 
We also emphasized that this number was only to encourage them 
and that they should only add songs to their playlist if they were 
genuinely interested in that song. Participants were encouraged 
to talk and explain their process and actions as they explored the 
visualization. 

After exploring each genre, participants were asked if they would 
like to save the playlist to their personal account associated with a 
music streaming service. They were also asked to fll out a ques-
tionnaire (Table 1) to understand their perception of the tool for the 
task. Finally, after experimenting with both versions of TastePaths, 
we asked them a series of questions that probed at their preference 
for each system, exploration strategies, and knowledge they gained 
from using the tool. 

7.2 Questionnaire 
The          
common evaluation frameworks for recommender systems (Table 
1). To understand how the system helped users fnd music, we 
measure user-perceived interest in the artists (Q2), music discovery 
(Q4), and user confdence (Q6), which are adapted from Cai et al. 
[11]. In the same vein, we also include a question on guidance (Q5), 
to see if one version made identifying interesting artists easier than 
the other. To understand if one version was more interesting to 
use than another, we also include Q1 to measure engagement [56]. 
Finally, to understand if one version of TastePaths helped users 
learn about the genre more than the other, we added Q7 and Q8. 

questionnaire we gave participants borrows ideas from a few

7.3 Participants 
We recruited 16 participants (P1-P16), 7 female, 8 male, and 1 non-
binary person, from the dscout platform for remote studies7. Their 
ages ranged from 19 to 53, with the average being 31 years old, and 
they had diverse backgrounds (including diverse occupations, loca-
tions within the US, music interests, income levels). To be eligible 
for the study, they had to be over 18 years old, reside in the US and 
speak English, have a paid premium account on a music streaming 
service for at least a year, be interested in exploring new music, 
7https://dscout.com/ 

https://7https://dscout.com
https://6https://networkx.org
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Metric Statement (7-point Likert scale) 

Engagement 
Interest 
Serendipity 

Music Discovery 
Guidance 
Confdence 
Learning 

Understanding 

Q1. It was entertaining and interesting to explore artists in the {frst, second} network. 
Q2. With the {frst, second} network, I was able to fnd artists that matched my interest. 
Q3. With the {frst, second} network, I found artists that I had not considered in the frst place but turned 
out to be a positive and surprising discovery. 
Q4. The {frst, second} network helped me discover new artists. 
Q5. With the {frst, second} network, it was easy to determine which artists I’d be interested in. 
Q6. I am confdent I will like the songs in the playlist I made using the {frst, second} network. 
Q7. With the {frst, second} network, I feel like I know more about the artists and sounds of the genre 
better than when I started. 
Q8. With the {frst, second} network, I feel like I understand the artists and sounds of the genre better 
than before. 

Table 1: Post-task questionnaire flled out by participants after they used a version of TastePaths to explore a genre. Each 
statement was rated on a 7-point Likert scale. 

Personal Non-personal p-value 
Engagement 6.56 (0.89) 6.75 (0.58) .48 
Interest 6.5 (0.89) 5.69 (1.7) .047 

Serendipity 6.25 (1.13) 5.31 (1.66) .03 
Music Discovery 6.75 (0.45) 5.94 (1.95) .26 

Guidance 5.94 (1.48) 5.69 (1.7) .61 
Confdence 5.94 (1.06) 6.25 (0.77) .21 
Learning 5.44 (1.55) 5.63 (1.54) .46 

Understanding 5.31 (1.7) 5.63 (1.75) .27 
Table 2: Comparison of the Personal and Non-personal ver-
sion of TastePaths for each category in the post-task ques-
tionnaire. 8 paired-sample Wilcoxon tests, with Bonferroni 
correction, show no signifcant diferences for any metric in 
the questionnaire. Across the metrics the biggest diference 
is in Interest and Serendipity. TastePaths participants using 
the personalized version found more artists in their interest. 
In parenthesis is standard deviation. 

Table 3: Comparison of the Personal and Non-personal ver-
sion of TastePaths across a number of measurements taken 
from the recorded user logs in the study. We conducted 
nine paired-sample Wilcoxon tests, with Bonferroni correc-
tion, and found no signifcant diferences in each of these 
metrics. These logs indicate that in both conditions, users 
were highly engaged with the system, hovering over many 
artists and listening to music for over 50% of their time with 
each system. Participants using the personalized TastePaths 
made longer playlists on average, with more unique artists, 
and were more likely to save it. In parenthesis is standard 
deviation. All metrics are means of counts, except listening 
duration. 

and listen to discovery-focused playlists at least once in the last 
three months on that music streaming service. The interviews were 
conducted remotely, and participants had to have a computer with 
a Google Chrome web browser. Consistent with internal guidelines, 
participants were reimbursed $100 for the 60-minute interview, 
paid via the dscout app. 

7.4 Analysis 
We performed inductive thematic analysis on the qualitative data 
from the semi-structured interviews [10, 52]. Through an iterative 
coding process, two of the authors coded the interview data and 
discussed any disagreements. Examples of codes included ‘sonic 
comparison between diferent clusters’ and ‘helpful aspects of the 
legend.’ 

To analyze the questionnaire data, we conducted paired-sample 
Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction, since we compared two 
paired groups with ordinal data. We found no signifcant diferences 
between the two versions of TastePaths for any of the metrics 

Personal Non-personal p-value 
Listening duration 

(minutes) 5.18 (1.4) 5.26 (1.5) .82 

odes deeply explored 7.75 (2) 7.12 (2.6) .39 
Nodes hovered 68.56 (24) 74.5 (28.2) .25 

Green-path nodes 
deeply explored 

1.63 (1.6) 1.93 (1.9) .58 

Clusters explored 4.31 (1) 3.5 (1.2) .036 
Clusters 7.31 (2.5) 6.13 (1.4) .12 

Playlist songs 7.25 (2.6) 5.68 (2.6) .015 
Playlist artists 5.94 (1.5) 4.94 (2.4) .079 

       

N

Playlist saved .875 (.33) .625 (.48) .045

(Table 2). To analyze the user-log data, we also conducted paired-
sample Wilcoxon tests for the same reasons and once again found 
no signifcant diferences between the two versions for any of the 
metrics (Table 3). 

8 FINDINGS 
Through our analysis, we identifed four main themes: (1) person-
alization is key, (2) best discoveries are between or on the edge of 
genres, (3) users want more control: human-in-the-loop growing 
and pruning of the graph, (4) improved recommendation explain-
ability through mental map. The frst theme helps to address RQ1 
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by explaining why users preferred the personalized-anchors ver-
sion of TastePaths. The second and third themes help to address 
RQ2 by summarizing (1) what exploration strategies were most 
efective and (2) how users imagined themselves interacting with 
the graph. Finally, the fourth theme addresses RQ4 by summarizing 
what users learned and wished they had learned. 

8.1 Personalization is Key 
Twelve out of 16 said they preferred the version of TastePaths with 
personalized anchor artists. Overall, participants found the person-
alized version more interesting since it featured more artists they 
knew and liked. P5 explained that the “personalized was more useful 
because it was based on [my] specifc taste.” On average, participants 
collected more songs they liked for their playlists with the person-
alized version. They collected an average of 7.25 (stdev=2.6) songs 
per playlist with the personalized version and 5.68 (stdev=2.6) with 
the non-personalized one (Table 3). This aligns with the question-
naire results, where users rated the personalized version higher for 
both music discovery and interest, suggesting that the personalized 
version of TastePaths was more helpful to fnd new and interesting 
artists. 

Participants wanted even more personalization to better 
guide their exploration in the graph. Beyond the three personal 
anchor artists, participants imagined more ways their data could 
be visualized in the graph to help them explore. One idea posed 
by P9, P5, and P6 was to have the graph indicate which artists 
the user has listened to before. This way, they could focus on ex-
ploring unknown artists nearby the ones they had interacted with 
before. Other participants imagined even more advanced ways the 
visualization could be more personalized. P7, for example, wanted 
TastePaths to prioritize clusters based on her afnity towards them: 
“Maybe if there were a couple of artists it knew I liked [and I could] fnd 
more direct correlations... [I] want to see a heat map almost - this is 
the hot spot of what you might like.” Participants wanted TastePaths 
to incorporate more personal listening data to better guide them to 
new content they are likely to enjoy in the graph. 

8.2 Best Discoveries are Between or on the 
Edge of Genres 

Participants found new artists they really liked between genre 
clusters or at the outskirts of a cluster. Artists between two 
clusters captured essences of two musical styles, which led to ex-
citing discoveries when these were styles the participant enjoyed. 
For example, while exploring a personalized network for dance 
pop, P9 found an artist she had never heard of before between two 
clusters she typically enjoys: “I’ve never heard of this person...and 
I like this because it’s a blur between EDM and dance pop. This is 
defnitely on the edge between those genres. I have a lot music that sits 
in the middle.” Similarly, while exploring a personalized network of 
classic rock, P8 found that he already knew most of the artists in 
the graph, and so the most interesting fnds were at the edges of 
clusters: “Outliers are most fun to discover because I haven’t heard 
them in the past.” The richest discoveries for users when exploring a 
familiar genre were those that helped them dive deeper and united 
multiple aspects of that genre that they liked. 

To make these meaningful discoveries, participants employed 
several diferent strategies to explore the graph visualiza-
tion. The most common strategy was to use the legend to identify 
an interest in the graph (8 out of 16 participants). Since the legend 
summarized the three sub-genres that best describe each cluster, 
participants used their preexisting knowledge of sub-genres to pick 
a cluster that looked interesting. Along with the legend, participants 
also used the anchor artists to direct their exploration. A common 
strategy was to start with the anchor artists and explore their di-
rect connections. This was more popular in the non-personalized 
condition, where participants would frst inspect the popularity-
based anchor artists, and if they liked them, explored nodes close 
to them (Figure 2B). A few participants also used the green path 
as a guide (Figure 2C). But this was generally an uncommon strat-
egy; on average, participants clicked on less than two artists in the 
guide in both conditions (Table 3). Participants were less inclined 
to follow the guide to diferent clusters and more willing to jump 
around from cluster to cluster. Finally, a couple of the participants 
did not care for any guidance at all and started from one cluster 
and systematically explored the clusters one-by-one (Figure 2A). 
To them, it was more important to see all the clusters rather than 
to focus on any cluster in particular. 

8.3 Users want more Control: 
Human-in-the-loop Growing and Pruning 
of the Graph 

As participants explored, they expressed a desire for more control 
to shape and direct their search. They wanted to remove artists 
they had heard before and did not like. Also, a few participants 
mentioned removing or minimizing entire graph clusters that were 
less interesting. For example, P4 explained that while he would not 
want to completely remove a cluster, he wanted to “de-emphasize 
it” and interactively control which clusters to view by “checking 
which of these genres to even see.” P7 echoed this idea and added 
that by pruning, she would be able to better explore other parts 
of the graph: “It would be helpful [if i could prune this cluster], and 
get a better view of the pathways in Swedish pop.” By pruning, users 
would be able to create a graph that is (1) easier to explore and (2) 
more refective of their interests. 

In addition to removing portions of the graph, users also ex-
pressed a desire to grow the graph and imagined an adaptive guide 
that would lead them. For example, P6 discovered a cluster with a 
sub-genre she had not heard of called soul fow with many artists 
she liked; she wanted to expand the graph from this cluster and 
continue to explore it. Besides growing the graph, participants also 
wanted a more intelligent green-path guide that would change ac-
cording to their input. P2 explained, “I wish there was an adaptive 
guide: once you press on an artist, it would create one [and show] other 
things that might be on the same pace based on that song that you like.” 
P7 also imagined giving feedback on what she did not like along 
the path of the guide, which would redirect it to a sub-section she 
liked more. Overall, participants wanted even more interactivity to 
better explore the graph. 
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Figure 2: Three exploration strategies users employed: a) systematic exploration, b) anchoring, and c) following the guide. In 
systematic exploration (a), users picked a cluster to start from and then systematically explored the other clusters one-by-
one. In anchoring (b), users explored artists stemming directly from the three anchor artists. In following the guide (c), users 
followed the nodes along the green path guide. The numbered arrows indicate the order in which users explored the nodes. 

8.4 Improved Recommendation Explainability 
through Mental Map 

With both the non-personalized and personalized versions of TastePaths, 
users gained a better understanding of how much variance exists 
within a genre, were able to understand what they liked and dis-
liked within the genre, and grew their vocabulary to describe their 
interests. For example, after exploring a non-personalized graph 
for pop, P2 learned about the many genres within it: “I did not really 
know these genre names... and now I know what it’s called. Hopefully 
after this I will explore them a little more... Genre is usually an after-
thought, so it was nice to see what genre they were in.” After exploring 
a personalized graph for alternative r&b, P10 felt like she better 
understood which part of the genre she actually liked, pinpointing 
artists with “hints [of] underground and with hints of jazz” as her 
strongest interest. She felt it was important to understand these 
sub-genres to better reason about where her recommendations 
were coming from in a music streaming service. Overall, TastePaths 
helped users better understand the diferent sounds within a genre 
as well as their own preferences. 

However, beyond becoming acquainted with its sub-genres, par-
ticipants wanted to learn specifc information about the genre itself, 
including its sonic characteristics, history, and infuences. From 
the questionnaire results, on a scale of one to seven, participants 
rated “learning” on average 5.44 (stdev=1.55) with the personalized 

version and 5.63 (stdev=1.54) with the non-personalized version 
(Table 2). While they generally felt they had learned something, 
they wished they had learned more. For example, P15 wanted a 
greater understanding of the graph’s organizational structure, in-
cluding more information on why artists were grouped together 
and descriptors for each cluster’s sonic characteristics. Meanwhile, 
P9 wanted specifc information at the artist level: “I know more 
artists, but I don’t necessarily know more about them... a little bit 
more about the artists or their background, their process, how they 
make their music, things generally about the genre. Something about 
infuence - how house music came along, the lineage from Detroit 
EDM to house music etc.” While not implemented in the current 
version, adding more information could improve the visualization 
in future iterations. 

Interestingly, a couple of participants felt that the experience 
with TastePaths made them reevaluate their knowledge of the 
genre, sometimes even confusing them. After exploring a non-
personalized graph of pop music, P10 felt overwhelmed at the vast-
ness of that genre: “I know nothing about pop now. I feel like pop has 
just become more confusing and now I’m lost in a sea of subgenres... I 
feel like I was sitting on a step and now they invited me in the house, 
and I’m like ‘what’.” Without being alienated by the entire genre, 
some participants felt a disconnect between the sub-genre names of 
the cluster and how they perceived the music. For example, while 

https://stdev=1.54
https://stdev=1.55
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exploring a chopped and screwed cluster in a non-personalized hip 
hop network, P6 noticed a few artists that did not have that quin-
tessential sound of the sub-genre: “[chopped and screwed] is kind of 
slowed down and altered in some way... but this one does not sound 
so slowed down. So maybe within an artist they have a diferent vibe.” 
Across their discographies, artists can make music that touches mul-
tiple genres, perhaps not making them the perfect ft for a cluster. 
Overall, a couple of participants felt a disconnect with TastePaths, 
in some cases at the entire genre level and in other cases with the 
label of a cluster. 

9 DISCUSSION 

9.1 Informing Future Recommender Systems 
From the user study, we learned that participants wanted even more 
control than what TastePaths already provided to provide in-depth 
feedback to the system. They viewed the graph as the system’s 
representation of their taste, and they imagined more clusters they 
could explore outside of their local interests at the graph’s bound-
aries. Participants wanted to extend the graph in directions they 
liked while also editing this representation by de-emphasizing or 
pruning certain artists and clusters. This willingness to provide 
richer feedback has been shown in prior work [31], and is in stark 
contrast to the current methods ofered by recommender systems to 
elicit feedback. Currently, systems either collect implicit feedback, 
such as play length and skips, which are not transparent to the 
user, or explicit feedback like ratings, which are cumbersome to 
collect [15, 22, 53] and perhaps even misleading [2]. Future rec-
ommender systems can include support for more expressive and 
natural feedback from users to tailor how the system represents 
and understands their interests. 

By enabling expressive feedback, we can better inform the algo-
rithms powering popular recommendation systems. One fnding 
from our user study was that particularly rich and interesting dis-
coveries would lie either between two clusters or on the edge of 
a cluster. This information could be used as implicit feedback to 
generate discovery playlists to enable further exploration with min-
imal efort. In the future, larger studies can be conducted to collect 
this implicit feedback and understand where users are making dis-
coveries to help design better recommender systems and discovery 
playlists. 

Finally, in addition to being useful for understanding how novices 
explore, TastePaths can also support experts in generating better cu-
rated playlists to improve recommendations. User-created playlists 
and their metadata are often used to calculate the similarity of 
tracks and artists [6]. From the formative study interviews with 
experts, we learned that they often used many diferent resources to 
explore a less familiar genre and generate a playlist, which requires 
a lot of time and efort. To provide more and better training data for 
models using these manually created playlists, we can enable ex-
perts to explore faster and more easily with TastePaths. Future work 
can include understanding how experts use TastePaths, what they 
discover, and using their exploration results to power recommender 
systems. 

9.2 Providing Users Closure to Facilitate more 
Responsible AI 

Participants in our study appreciated that the graph was both ex-
pansive and fnite. They felt a sense of accomplishment having 
explored most of the clusters and pride if they realized they knew 
most of the artists within them. For example, while exploring a per-
sonalized graph of mathcore, P15 stated: “I’m very proud of myself, 
in my metal fandom. Having seen a lot of these bands, I’m happy 
with the amount I have been able to recognize.” Currently, many 
recommender systems do not design for an end to the experience 
but instead aim to maximize their share of the user’s time. Because 
of this, users often consume content to their detriment, neglecting 
their other plans and goals [17] and losing their sense of agency [4]. 
Recent work has shown that users prefer versions of recommender 
systems that promote active interaction and agency when they 
have a specifc intention in mind. One promising way to support 
agency is through planning [39]. By setting and following goals, 
users feel more in control of their consumption, as they feel there 
is an end to the process, unlike in an endless feed of media. Future 
work can extend these principles to music recommender systems. 
During a specifc task like exploring a genre, music services could 
help users form goals on how far or how long to explore during 
the session to encourage growth and agency as opposed to longer 
listening sessions. 

9.3 Guidelines for Helping Users Deeply 
Explore their Interests 

While recommender systems are very useful for helping users fnd 
content that closely aligns with their current preferences, they can 
be augmented further to support users in deeply exploring and 
expanding their interests. By doing so, we could limit the efects of 
the flter bubble and promote creativity and individuality instead. 
From the user study, we established two general guidelines for 
helping users interactively explore and understand their interests: 
(1) anchor exploration with content the user knows well and help 
them venture out in many diferent ways and (2) help users learn 
about their interests so that they can recognize and consciously 
interact with their bubble. 

In the user study, participants’ prior knowledge helped them 
navigate the space more confdently. From the artists they knew, 
they were able to identify opportunity spaces; participants were 
excited to see an unknown artist, or cluster of artists, connecting 
two other artists they already liked. Future systems can provide 
multiple ways for users to explore new content from what they 
currently enjoy. This could include suggesting what lies between 
two items they know well (either articles, movies, or artists), or 
suggesting “gateway” items that are connected but less similar to 
their current interests to introduce them to a new cluster or adjacent 
genre within the space. These kind of recommendations can help 
users confdently explore new content outside of their immediate 
bubble. 

As well as anchoring exploration from content the user currently 
enjoys, recommender systems can also help users learn about this 
content to help them understand and interact with their flter bub-
ble. Past work has shown that providing a broad overview of the 
user’s consumption increases their awareness of the content they 
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consume and their feeling of control over it [32, 44]. In addition to 
helping users acknowledge what content they consume at a high 
level, we show that overviews can also help users better understand 
what exactly they like about a sub-area in the space, such as a genre. 
Future systems can provide users with a more fne-grained under-
standing of their taste by specifying both the broader categories 
the user is interested in, and the sub-categories that better refect 
the user’s taste. By incorporating this information, users will be 
aware of the system’s representation of their interests; they can 
then consciously choose to remain within this bubble or to explore 
elsewhere. 

9.4 Limitations and Future Work 
While we carefully designed the study, it is not without limitations. 
One factor that varied across participants and the two conditions in 
the evaluation was the edge density and number of clusters in the 
graphs. While each graph was created in the same way and included 
exactly 150 nodes, the resulting structure of the graph and number 
of edges was variable. Because of this, some networks were very 
densely connected with fewer clusters like Figure 2C, while others 
were more spread-out with more clusters like Figure 2B. From 
the interviews, we found that participants generally preferred to 
explore networks that were more spread-out and had more clusters, 
and so there might be graph attributes afecting how participants 
explore. Future work could investigate how diferent graph shapes 
and clusters afect how users explore them. TastePaths also required 
users to hover over nodes in order to see the artist information, 
and this required extra efort for exploration, especially when the 
graphs were denser. Future work could investigate how to best 
highlight important information in the network to reduce the need 
of node-hovering. 

Another limitation in this work is that we recruited participants 
interested in exploring new music and who have done so in the 
past three months. Therefore, our results apply more towards those 
who are open to exploring rather than the general populace of 
music listeners. We also conducted a relatively small study with 16 
participants and focused on qualitative insights. Future work can 
involve conducting a larger study, to study how to support users 
who are less willing to explore their interests. In addition, in the 
formative study, we only interviewed expert music curators, but it 
would be valuable to also learn more about the tools used by people 
who are less experienced or less interested in music. For example, 
it might be less important for them to get a sense of the range of 
artists in a genre and more important to know what’s popular, what 
the social connections are, etc. 

Finally, TastePaths can be altered to study how users transition 
from one genre to another. In this work we focused on studying 
how users explore a single, familiar genre, but there is still a lot 
to learn about how users would like to explore a completely new 
genre. TastePaths could visualize a familiar genre, as well as a 
highly related genre the user currently does not listen to; from this 
setup, we could gain insights toward how to best guide users to 
new genres from their current interests. 

10 CONCLUSION 
This work presents TastePaths, an interactive web tool that helps 
users deeply explore and understand the music genres they listen to. 
We conducted a qualitative study where participants used a person-
alized and non-personalized version of TastePaths to explore two 
music genres they listen to often. Our study aimed to understand 
if TastePaths helps users explore their genres of interest and more 
broadly, how to better support users in exploring and understand-
ing their preferences. We found that participants greatly preferred 
the personalized version and wanted even more personalization. 
They also wanted more control of the graph, including the ability 
to expand or prune sections of it to better refect their interests. 
Finally, they also gained a better mental model of what they liked 
within their interests and desired to learn even more. Future tools 
in this space can investigate how to better incorporate learning 
into exploratory search, how to incorporate more closure and goal-
fulfllment in recommendation systems, and how to support users 
in modifying the system’s representation of their taste and interests. 
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